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Identify issue(s) in
document

Define enduring issue
using document evidence

How issue affected people / how
people affected issue

How issue continued or changed over
time

Holocaust; human rights
violations; Jews denied a
right to earn a living;
discrimination through
boycotting; nationalism;
manipulation of
nationalistic feelings;
encouraging ultranationalism

Leaders and
governments often will
target people’s feelings
of pride for their
people and their
culture or for their
country. Campaigns
are waged as seen in
Doc. 1 and Doc. 2 to
manipulate people’s
feelings of belonging to
a particular group or
country. This
manipulation can lead
to some people being
discriminated against.
Nationalism can bring
people in a country to
pull together, but it can
also tear a territory or
country apart. In Doc.
5, Hindus and Muslims
worked to get
independence from
Great Britain and the
result was two separate
countries being
formed, India and

Information related to Italian
unification; Information related
to German unifications;
Information related to the PanSlavic movement in the Balkan
area that had an impact on the
Austro-Hungarian and Ottoman
empires; Armenian nationalist
efforts and Armenian massacres;
Details about Zionism; Details
related to the Ukrainian
nationalist movement; Detail
related to Hitler and
nationalism; Details related to
Soviet nationalism; Details
related to independence
movements in Africa and Asia
(efforts by Nkrumah, Kenyatta,
Ho Chi Minh to build
nationalism in their respective
countries); Details about the
Algerian independence
movement; Details about
nationalism in the Middle East

Details showing
situations/circumstances where
nationalism has divided or unified a
people, territory, or country;

Holodomor; human rights
violations; cruel treatment
of Ukrainians by Russians;
policy of
destruction/annihilation
of Ukrainians; forced
starvation of Ukrainians;
unequal food distribution;
ethnic tensions between
Russians and Ukrainians;
Soviet campaign against
Ukrainian nationalism;
manipulation of
nationalistic feelings in
Soviet Union; Soviet use of
power
Genocide; human rights
violations; intent to
destroy a national group,
ethnic, racial, or religious
groups; killing members of
the group; causing serious

Details related to secession efforts;
Details where demands are made to
shift or change borders/boundaries
based on ethnicity or religious
affiliation;
Nationalist efforts by Chechens,
Kurds, Palestinians, Ukrainians;
Conflicts resulting from nationalism
and nationalist efforts
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bodily or mental harm to
members of the group;
deliberately inflicting on
the group conditions of life
calculated to bring about
its physical destruction;
imposing measures to
prevent births within the
group; forcibly
transferring children of
the group to another group
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Apartheid; discrimination;
inequality; human rights
violations; unfair
distribution of power;
social class tensions
Religious tensions/Hindu
and Muslim tensions;
conflict; impact of
imperialism; impact of
decolonization; impact of
nationalism; fear of
discrimination; impact of
refugees; conflict between
communities

Pakistan.

